Aviation Company Stops Phishing Attacks From Taking Flight
A leading Australian aviation company wasn’t going to wait for disaster to strike before strengthening its phishing defense.

“We were lucky enough to have forward-thinking management,” said the General Manager of Technology and Innovation. “We hadn’t suffered losses from phishing, but our board of directors grasped the threat, so they instructed us to launch an anti-phishing program.”

He added, “Because we’re in aviation, we have a lot of visibility. If a phish led to a security incident, our name would be in the headlines. We need to protect not only our data but our reputation.”

The company implemented Cofense PhishMe™ to help users spot phishing and Cofense Reporter™ to enable one-click reporting. With Cofense PhishMe, program administrators are able to simulate phishing and educate users on how to recognize them.

“We identify employees that may be vulnerable, give them the training they need, and report this up to the board of directors.”

— General Manager of Technology and Innovation

When the company announced the program, it clearly explained the goals and methods. The announcement also educated users about phishing, including a sample simulation. This transparency paid off. From the first round of simulation training to the next, user susceptibility dropped by 10%. And users who clicked an embedded link dropped by 9%.

“The results to date are encouraging,” said the General Manager. “We know that our metrics are affected by the complexity of simulations, the emotional levers they pull, and the user groups we target. As we continue to move forward, we’ll be basing our simulations on attacks we’ve actually seen.”
Now that Cofense Reporter is deployed across all teams, the company is better able to promote and track email reporting. “To measure success, we first look at the number of users not opening and/or reporting potential threats,” said the General Manager.

“Next, and possibly more important, we examine the number who report after they may have inadvertently opened an email. Basically, we identify employees that may be vulnerable, give them the training they need, and report this up to the board of directors.”

Underscoring the point he added, “Initially, some people at our company thought the program was unnecessary. They believed our automated systems and firewalls gave us enough protection. This was dispelled when security professionals fell prey to Cofense simulations.”

Even better, “Our security teams are stopping attacks reported by employees.”

For more information about Cofense’s award-winning phishing defense solutions, please email info@cofense.com.